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experience such as one gets in private practice are assets if the 
opportunities have been rightly used, but in themselves, are not suffi- 
cient. In preparing the background for one's best work a nurse should 
remember that from graduation she should keep abreast of the pro- 
fessional literature and participate in her professional organizations. 
If one does not keep up with history in the making it is difficult to catch 
up later. The old graduate who does not know one nursing organiza- 
tion from another, who could not tell you who Isabel Hampton Robb 
was, who has not helped in securing registration, who has no interest 
in the improvement of nursing education is not the kind of executive 
that is sought for in important positions. The friendships that a 
nurse makes when working with others are a great comfort as the years 
go by. 

The nurse who never writes a paper or expresses an opinion at the 
alumnae meetings is not building in a good background. The best 
way to prepare for public speaking or writing is to get so full of some 
nursing interest that one has to speak for it and to feel one's duty so 
strongly toward helping the nursing journals and nurse conventions 
that one has to write, no matter how hard it seems. 

Social preparation is often neglected by the nurse who aspires to 
hold an important position some day. The executive who has the 
broadest usefulness is one who not only is an expert in her own line 
but one who has points of contact with the men and women with whom 
she has to deal. 

To hear good music, to see good pictures, to travel, to meet other 
people of different professional interests, is to prepare oneself for more 
effective service. The business man or woman can give us ideas and 
we need their point of view in order to solve many of our own problems. 

THE TRUSTEESHIP OF TRAINING SCHOOLS' 

BY HENRY L. HALL 

Chairman Training School Committee, Muhlenberg Hospital, Plainfield, N. J. 

The active hospital worker is constantly impressed by the sur- 
prising lack of knowledge displayed by the majority of the public 
respecting hospitals and training schools for nurses. Generally speak- 
ing, the public have little notion of the machinery and mental equip- 
ment required to run a hospital and training school. They know there 
is a managing board of some kind, a good, motherly-looking person in 
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a white dress who looks after a lot of nurses and a lot of doctors who 
dash up to the hospital in automobiles and dash away again. They 
may frequently hear from some interested official that the hospital 
has an automobile ambulance and a perfectly lovely women's auxiliary. 
In stereotyped phrases we are told that it is a noble work and, in the 
same breath, that a series of bridge teas is about to be given to raise 
money for some sheets, pillow-cases, or something like that. You may 
think this statement is overdrawn but it is not. To satisfy yourself, 
ask anyone you please, who claims to do hospital work and learn from 
them to what extent they have an intimate knowledge of exactly what 
constitutes a hospital and a training school for nurses. 

Hospitals ought to be conducted in the executive branch exactly 
as any commercial enterprise would be conducted. It requires money 
to operate a hospital, and usually this money is in the form of public 
contributions that must be expended with scrupulous care. It is a 
trust fund, if you please, which managing boards dole out with con- 
science and judgment. No reward awaits the zealous hospital worker, 
save the personal satisfaction of performing a civic duty in a con- 
scientious manner. 

An active hospital man at times finds his work a burden when it 
is added to the daily routine of attending to the business of earning 
his daily bread. He must study the problems of hospital management, 
not only in the light of his local environment but from the viewpoint 
of other institutions. It means visiting hospitals and training schools 
and reading unlimited pages devoted to the subject, to the end that 
he may assist in a form of administration that shall secure maximum 
efficiency. 

Not the least of these duties is that obligation he ought to assume 
toward the efficient operation of the training school for nurses. For 
many years the education of a pupil-nurse was looked upon as a matter 
that concerned the hospital only. The general public knew very little 
about hospitals, except that they were places to be avoided, and of 
training schools they knew much less. Even governing boards of hos- 
pitals were not very clear as to the true purpose or necessity of the 
training school. Training schools were first organized in order that a 
hospital might secure the services of young women to care for the 
sick, at a minimum cost for a fixed period of say, three years, and many 
continue to be conducted for the same purpose. 

The training school was simply an adjunct of the hospital to care 
for the sick and the question of education in the art of nursing was of 
minor concern. There has been, in the past few years, a gradual and 
marked change in the attitude of the hospital management in its relation 
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to the training school. This change in attitude has been brought about 
by the graduates of the training schools and not by any original con- 
ception or superior knowledge within the governing body of a hospital. 

The co6peration of the graduate nurses and the medical profession 
has relieved the physician and surgeon of a vast amount of detail in 
the routine work of the wards and has developed a necessity for pre- 
scribed methods of training. With the growth of technical duties 
arose a necessity for definite preliminary training on the part of the 
prospective pupil, whereas formerly, almost anyone who felt an over- 
weening desire to be a nurse might be admitted to a training school, 
it soon became evident to those experienced in hospital and training 
school upbuilding that almost anyone would not be acceptable. A 
mental fitness was demanded and there began, and is now in progress, 
an aggressive movement to eliminate the low standards of admission 
to training schools and to bring about an improvement in the education 
of pupil-nurses. The adoption of prescribed standard methods of train- 
ing is undoubtedly of primary importance to the immediate usefulness 
of the pupil-nurse in hospital service. 

Governing boards of hospitals must ultimately accept this view, 
if they hope for maximum efficiency. A reasonable standard of admis- 
sion requirement, followed by standard educational methods, will 
mean efficiency that spells dollars and cents in any hospital and train- 
ing school. Equipment for training must be provided, otherwise 
your structure is built on sand. The character, variety and extent 
of service and the state of finance, are factors that measure the ability 
of the hospital to give adequate training. 

Except in a very few instances, training schools are integral parts 
of the hospital and, of necessity, are under the control and general direc- 
tion of the hospital authorities. The trustees and governors, who 
constitute the hospital authorities, have not in past years been fully 
alive to a realization of their moral obligations to the training schools 
connected with their institutions. Public interest is awakening and 
inquiring and learning more about hospitals and training schools. With 
increasing knowledge, intelligent public opinion is being formed. We, 
who are the workers and are identified with this field of activity must 
be prepared to answer the public when the questions are asked and 
give an accounting of our stewardship. 

The time has arrived when we must know what our own schools 
are doing and what manner of material we are sending out into the 
nursing world to safeguard health and practice preventive methods. We 
must establish standards of admission, both as to age and preliminary 
education. We must study the problems of hours of labor and char- 
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acter of work. We must accept the responsiblity of a curriculum, of 
instruction, of examining boards, of training school inspection and of 
the mental equipment of the young woman who bears a diploma with 
the impress of the seal of our institution. The nursing staff reflects 
the character of a hospital in a community. 

State legislation has recognized in different degrees the necessity 
for the establishment of standards to be applied to the profession or 
art of nursing. Thirty-seven states have, by legislative enactment, 
prescribed examinations for the registration of graduate nurses. In 
the year 1880 fifteen training schools graduated 157 nurses. Thirty- 
three years later, 1913, there were eleven hundred training schools 
and the number who graduated that year, approximately, was 9000 
nurses. There are today in training in the United States about 35,000 
pupil-nurses, while of graduate nurses, both practicing and inactive, 
there are 96,000. This is a considerable array of talent engaged in a 
profession of growing importance and covering a field of usefulness that 
is broadening each year. 

How comparatively few graduates and under-graduates realize 
that it was only a few years ago that the graduate nurse had a limited 
field of private nursing or institutional work from which to choose, insti- 
tutional work usually meaning a subordinate position in a general 
hospital. Now a multitude of paths radiate from the doors of one's 
Alma Mater to congenial and remunerative occupations and graduates 
approach their professional work at a period when specialization is 
a dominant thought. There are about thirty lines of nursing activity. 
Permit me to indicate some of the occupations that demand a nurse's 
service, either according to her present abilities, or as she may in future 
increase her abilities by special study or experience: 

Institutions where the medical and surgical professions practice; 
Training schools: in this field a nurse can be a paramount influence 
to advance nursing education and uplift the standard of her profession. 
The demand for nurse instructors is increasing and this is a very wide 
field for her abilities, after proper training at some institution as a 
qualified nurse instructor; Special hospitals and homes for incurables 
and chronic patients; Care of the sick in their homes: private nursing; 
Sanitary commissions; Nurse-governess for young children; Assistant 
to physicians and surgeons in their offices; Assistant in professional 
laboratories (such as research and bacteriological); Agent for Board 
of Health; Assistant to medical officers in public school work; Resident 
nurse in universities, state colleges and boarding schools; Public health 
nursing, including district or visiting nursing, infant welfare work, insur- 
ance nursing; Accident and emergency ward of a large department store; 
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Anaesthetist or pathologist in a hospital, a new field; X-ray work, 
another developing occupation for which a graduate nurse is fitted 
after a little special training; Industrial corporations require nurses 
to take charge of accident wards and perform welfare work among 
employees; Philanthropic societies specializing in child welfare, mental 
hygiene and tuberculosis work; Army, Navy and Red Cross nursing; 
Nursing in fields of foreign missions. 

Public health nursing, as a field of activity for the graduate nurse, 
is very broad and will at no very distant date be a recognized depart- 
ment of every well-organized hospital. It is a necessity in the clinic 
of a hospital. To follow up a clinic case or a discharged hospitalcase 
and attend to the home conditions, to provide methods to conserve 
the patient's strength and continue the work begun in the clinic or 
hospital, will promote the efficiency of the institution. An organized 
visiting nurse department in a hospital will show tangible results for 

money expended in that it will do much to prevent re-admission of 
patients. Hospitals are continually re-admitting patients who have 
been discharged as relieved but, lacking intelligent advice after leaving 
the hospital, the relief is but temporary and the patient again becomes 
a charge on the charity funds of the institution. A prominent worker 
in social service activities has said: "What is the use of nursing a young- 
ster back to ruddy health if he is to return to the hospital in a few weeks 
as bad as ever? If the whole job is to be undone for lack of a little 
follow-up work during convalescence?" In this connection it is inter- 
esting to note that it is estimated that only 15 per cent of the sick 
of this country are cared for in hospitals and 85 per cent in their homes. 
I commend public health nursing to the earnest and thoughtful con- 
sideration of municipal authorities, hospital authorities and to graduate 
nurses who are seeking a field of work whose ultimate end is the conser- 
vation of public health through the practice of preventive medicine. 

Nurses should do all they can to raise the standard of nurse educa- 
tion. Their profession is dignified and worthy of their sincerest effort. 

They should live a vibrant life. In the words of the distinguished 
Dr. Cabot, of the Massachusetts General Hospital and the Harvard 
Medical School: 

The shortness of a nurse's working life is due to one-sidedness, far more than 
to the long days and the short nights which it entails. To use one set of faculties 
and to think one set of thoughts unceasingly, as most nurses do, is sure to break 
us down before our time. 
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